
DAN MULLEN QUOTES 
April 16, 2016 
Maroon and White Spring Game 
 

 

Opening Statement 

“It was a good game. Great opportunity, we got a lot accomplished that we wanted to get done. 

We got some young players in situations they haven’t been in before. It was a game like situation 

even though it was a scrimmage, it helps with the clock and scoreboard going. I saw some guys 

do some good things and I saw some mistakes, but its great putting that little extra pressure on 

them.” 

 

On the quarterback play 

“I thought they did okay. A little up and down at times but you expect that. What I want to see is 

how they respond to the downs. To me its about the consistency of play. All of them have the 

ability to make plays, run the ball, scramble, but they are learning they need to be to a consistent 

level. Every single snap is the most important thing.” 

 

On giving four quarterbacks reps 

“We will look at it and sit down and see what they did. To me the biggest thing is we don’t 

practice again until August 2. There is a lot of time in there for someone to go separate 

themselves between now and then.” 

 

On someone standing out 

“I really don’t know if anyone was. I saw everyone make different plays and guys performed at a 

different level on different days. Some would do great on one day and be kind of average the 

next day and someone else will stand out the next day. They were all pretty even coming out of 

spring.” 

 

On what quarterbacks can do to stand out by August 

“Everything. Leadership in the weight room and leadership in condition, working on 

fundamentals and techniques. They better do a lot of throwing and get out there and work with 

the different receivers and getting timing down. Studying film, you have to do some things ten 

thousand times if you want to succeed. I mean, they should be at the dorms at night getting their 

foot work down. There are so many things they can do and have to do if they want to become 

great players.” 



MISSISSIPPI STATE PLAYER QUOTES 
April 16, 2016 
Maroon and White Spring Game 

 
QB – Nick Tiano – RFr. 

On his performance 

“We had a great time out there today. We really just wanted to focus on coming out and playing 

hard and having fun. The guys made me look good today. They made some good plays and had 

some great catches. We just had a lot of fun today.” 

 

On not having experience and his approach to it all 

“I just try to get better every day and try to be consistent. I still have a lot to learn from these 

guys and from the coaches. I am just trying to get better every day.” 

 

QB – Nick Fitzgerald – So. 

On his performance today 

“Two interceptions; that isn’t always the best. There is still room for improvements no matter 

how good I play. I am surrounded by good guys and I need to get them the ball better and make 

better plays.” 

 

On getting better as a quarterback 

“It is all about personal development and getting better. Then getting out there with the entire 

offensive unit and work route combinations with the wide receivers and make sure our offensive 

line is out there and working steps. Personally, going and watching film and focus on 

conditioning and being in the weight room and overall just studying the game.” 

 

S – Mark McLaurin – So. 

On intercepting Dak Prescott’s second-quarter pass 

“My teammates had given me the heads up about it and I knew it was coming so when I saw him 

I just had to run up and grab it. It wasn’t normal formation so when I saw Dak on the sidelines I 

had to go get it” 

 

On his defense developing 

“We have learned a lot and I look forward to the season. We are going to come in with a lot of 

power and we have a lot to show the people.” 

 

 

 


